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SUN EARTH SYSTEM and SPACE WEATHER

- A definition of Space Weather (ESSW)

- Universal process DYNAMO in the Sun-Earth System

- Solar Dynamo : 
poloïdal and Toroïdal component of the solar magnetic field

- Earth’s Dynamo

- Connections between the Solar and the Earth’s dynamos
2 channels : Electromagnetic emissions and particles (solar wind)

- Electromagnetic emissions
Ionosphere, study in Nepal /Ionospheric dynamo, study in Vietnam, model of 
Solar Flare, study in Spain and Côte d’Ivoire

- Particles-Solar wind/Geomagnetic storm
Solar Wind-Magnetosphere Dynamo, impact of Coronal Mass Ejection(CME), 
High speed solar wind (HSSW), aurora, electric currents, change in ionization
due to CME and HSSW, change in plasma irregularities and Earth’s magnetic
field, study ICTP, Vietnam, Pakistan

- Conclusion



Sun Earth Connections are included in Space Weather

Space weather is the physical and
phenomenological state of natural space
environments. The associated discipline aims,
through observation, monitoring, analysis and
modelling, at understanding and predicting the
state of the sun, the interplanetary and planetary
environments, and the solar and non-solar driven
perturbations that affect them; and also at
forecasting and nowcasting the possible impacts on
biological and technological systems

Lilensten, J. and A. Belehaki, Developping the scientific basis for monitoring, modeling and predicting space
weather, Acta Geoph., 57, 1-14,doi:10.2478/s11600-008-0081-3, (2009).



The Sun : a magnetic body in motion

The Earth: a magnetic body in motion

Differential rotation between thepoles and equator

Rotation and revolution around the sun

MOTION  +  MAGNETIC FIELD

DYNAMO Process

Schematic representation between plasma motion and 
magnetic field [after Paterno, 2006]. Comments by 
Paterno ‘A motion v across a magnetic field B induces an 
electric field vxB, which produces an electric current J=σ 
(E + v×B) via Ohm’s law where s is the electric 
conductivity and E an electric field. This current produces 
in turn a magnetic field ∇XB = μJ, where μ is the 
permeability. The magnetic field creates both electric 
field E through Faraday’s law ∇ E =‐δB/δt and Lorentz 
force J×B which reacts on the motion v.



The Sun magnetic field : solar dynamo



History : Observation of the Sun : Sunspots

Hévélius

1642- 1644

They used a telescope through 

an inversed wooden globe 

inserted in a circular width made 

in a shutter. They observed the 

sunspot by projection of its 

shadow on a cardboard

(Machinae Celestis, 1673

Legrand et al., 1991)

Galileo |1564-1642]
First telescope in 1609
Italy



Observation of the sun : Figures of Father Scheiner

Father Scheiner “was the first to measure 

the equatorial rotation rate of the Sun 

and noticed that the rotation at higher 

latitudes is slower, so he can be 

considered the discoverer of solar 

differential rotation (“Rosa Ursine sive

solis”, book 4, part 2, 1630)” wilkipedia

Galileo, Spring 1611

Christoph Scheiner, October 1611

Johannes Fabricius  first publication,

Autumn 1611

Father Scheiner 1575-1650

Priest Jesuit mathematician

working at the university of 

Ingolstadt

Germany



Sunspot  Cycle of 11 years : Heinrich Schwabe 1859

Maunder
Minimum

Legrand J.P., M. Le Goff, C. Mazaudier , On the climatic changes and the sunspot activity during the 
XVIIth century, Annales Geophysicae, 8 (10), 637-644,1990. [on Maunder Minimum]

SUN : THE SUNSPOT CYCLE

H. Schwabe
[ 1789 -1875]

Germany

Photo of the sun



The Solar Magnetic field

Georges Ellery HALE
[1868-1938] USA

G. E. Hale discovered the magnetic field in sunspots. It is
the first detection of a magnetic field beyond Earth
G.E Hale detected the magnetic field by the zeeman effect
on the spectral lines of the sun.
The Zeeman effect is the effect of splitting of a spectral
line into several components in the presence of a static
magnetic field
Hale and his colleagues found that sunspots in northern
and southern hemispheres reverse polarity every 11 years.

Poloïdal

Toroïdal

http://www.ss.ncu.edu.tw/~lyu/lecture_files/IntroSpace_notes_exam/SpaceSolar_Fig/Fig_5.html

http://www.ss.ncu.edu.tw/~lyu/lecture_files/IntroSpace_notes_exam/SpaceSolar_Fig/Fig_5.html


SUN : What is a sunspot ? Figure from Friedman, 1987

Poloïdal component
~ 10 G
discovered by  Hale 1919

Toroïdal component
Sunspot
~ 3-5 kG

Magnetogram of the Sun
SOHO satellite data

Physical process : Dynamo
*The sun turns on itself.
**Its rotation speed is faster at the equator
than at the poles (~ 27 days against ~ 31 days).
***This differential rotation twists the lines of
the poloïdal magnetic field and generates
magnetic loops called sunspots



Solar Dynamo : the true solar cycle by solar physicists

Liu et al., 2011 http://solarscience.msf.nasa.gov/dynamo.shtmlVariability   ~  11 and 22 years

The  solar polar magnetic field reverses each 11 years
The cycle of the  toroïdal solar magnetic field (sunspot) is 11 years
The 2 components of the magnetic solar cycle and anti correlated



The Earth’s Dynamo
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EARTH’S MAGNETIC FIELD => EARTH’S DYNAMO
Earth’s magnetic field is known since more 2 millenaries

W. Gilbert, 1600  
concept of the Earth’s dipole

magnet inside the Earth First map of the Earth’s
magnetic field by Halley 

1701

|1544–1603]

England
[1656- 1741]

England



Model of  the terrestrial  magnetic field  IGRF
http://www.iugg.org/IAGA/iaga_pages/pubs_prods/igrf.htm

B = Bp + Ba + Be + Bi

Bp = main field  (secular variations)
(30000-60000nT)

Ba = magnetization of the rocks in the 
Lithosphere  (constant)
(~ 10-20 nT)

(transient variations)
Be = external field  related to Ionosphere and 
magnetosphere  (10nT to 2000nT)
Solar wind/Magnetosphere Dynamo
Ionospheric Dynamo

Bi = induced field generated by the external 
field Be , (Kamide and Brekke, 1975) /(% of Be)

The Earth’s magnetic field reflects all the 
variations of electric currents of the Sun-Earth  
system

The Earth’s dynamo



SUN EARTH CONNECTIONS

from Nasa website
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Electromagnetic emissions [8’] 
*Regular
**Disturbed
Solar flare: X rays
Solar bursts : Radio emissions

SOLAR WIND - PARTICLES [ 1-4 days]
*Regular 
**Disturbed by
Coronal Mass Ejection
High speed solar wind from coronal hole, etc…

The Earth's magnetic field acts
as a shield for solar wind
particles. However, there are
regions of the ionosphere that
are directly connected with the
interplanetary medium and
thus the solar wind flow

Magnetosphere

The solar wind is the constant
stream of solar coronal material that
flows off the sun. Its consists of
mostly electrons, protons and alpha
particles with energies usually
between 1.5 and 10 kEV

The two main channels

Region of coupling between 
atmosphere,  ionosphere and 
interplanetary medium



from Nasa website

SOLAR DYNAMO/ TOROÏDAL COMPONENT : REGULAR RADIATIONS 

electromagnetic emissions



SUN : Electromagnetic emission Channel 
(REGULAR)

Speed of Light

SOLAR FLARE SOLAR BURST
Extra X rays Extra Radio waves

RADIATIONS Channel (Disturbed)

around sunspots => emissions of  EUV, UV, X rays



SUN : Electromagnetic emission Channel 
(REGULAR)

Speed of Light

SOLAR FLARE SOLAR BURST
Extra X rays Extra Radio waves

RADIATIONS Channel (Disturbed)

around sunspots => emissions of  EUV, UV, X rays



SUN EARTH CONNECTIONS
Ionosphere Regular solar radiations

Physical process : Photo ionisation
The ionosphere is created by ionization of the
atmosphere by UV, EUV and X radiations in the
altitude range from 50 km up to ~800 km

Figure from Friedman, 1987

Ionosphere is a ionized part of 
the atmosphere
1 atom among 1 000 000

BOOKS : Risbheth and Gariott, 1969
Friedman, 1987, Kelley ,2009



NEPAL

Pandit, D. B. Ghimire, C. Amory-Mazaudier, R. Fleury, N. P. Chapagain, B. Adhikari, Climatology of ionosphere over
Nepal based on GPS TEC data from 2008 to 2018, Ann. Geophys., 39, 743–758, 2021 https://doi.org/10.5194/angeo-
39-743-2021

GPS receivers in Nepal

 

 

TEC : Total Electron Content

GNSS : Global Navigation Satellite System

https://doi.org/10.5194/angeo-39-743-2021


Monthly variation in vertical TEC in LT for each month of 2014 
at KKN4 station.

NIGHT

DAY : Photo ionisation



2009 2011

2014 2015

Station GPS JOMSON (JMSM)

MONTHS

Sunspot minimum

Sunspot maximum

Phase of Inceasing sunspot

Phase of decreasing sunspot

(a–d) A two-dimensional (2D) variation in vertical TEC according to UT at the JMSM
station for one of the years of the minimum (2009), ascending (2011), maximum
(2014) and descending (2015) phases of solar cycle 24.

YEAR



Ionospheric Dynamo



Ionosphere due to photoionisation => Earth’s magnetic field

The UV,  EUV and X electromagnetic emissions

create the ionosphere at the origin of  regular variation 

Sq/ SR   and EEJ of   the Earth’s magnetic field

Motions of the atmosphere

Regular variations of the 

Earth’s magnetic field

Graham,1722

Stewart, 1880

Chapman and Bartels, 1940

Ionospheric electric currents

Ionospheric dynamo

90km<h<150km

J = s (E + Vn xB)



Images du satellite SOHO 
NASA - ESA

Toroïdal component of the solar magnetic field [Sunspots] 
=> Solar Radiations EUV, UV => Ionosphere=>  ionospheric electric current
=> Regular variation of the Earth’s on magnetic quiet days (Kp or Km < 2+)
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Seasonal mean diurnal variation of  the X-component at Phu Thuy

X component of the Earth’s magnetic Field at Phu Thuy/ Vietnam

Pham Thi Thu, H., C. Amory-Mazaudier, M. Le Huy (2011), Sq field at Phu Thuy – Vietnam during solar cycle 23, Ann. 
Geophys., 29, 1-17

SPRING

AUTUMN

SUMMER

WINTER



Solar Flare



SOLAR FLARE (8’)
Disturbed solar electromagnetic emission

Physical processes
extra Solar Radiation  => Photo ionisation  

SOHO data

The extra X-rays emitted by the solar Flare
directly ionize the atmosphere and thus increase
the electron density and the TEC.

Figure from http://reflexions.ulg.ac.be

Big solar flare of November 2003



SUN EARTH CONNECTIONS : DISTURBED MAGNETIC VARIATIONS 

Magnetic crochet due to solar flare

Curto, J-J. et al., "Study of Solar Flare Effects at Ebre : 2. Unidimensional physical integrated model, J. of Geophys. 
Research, A, 12 23289-23296,1994.



Magneto telluric station
Côte d’Ivoire

Geo-electric field variations due to the solar flare on 04 April, 1993

V. Doumbia, K. Boka, O. D. F. Grodji, C. Amory-Mazaudier, and M.
Menvielle, 2017, Induction Effects of Geomagnetic Disturbances in the
Geo-electric Field Variations at Low-latitude, Ann. Geophys., 35, 1-13



Geomagnetic storm



SOLAR WIND-MAGNETOSPHERE DYNAMO



SUN EARTH CONNECTIONS : PARTICLES Channel :   
Regular  solar wind : V  ~ 350-400km/s , Time ~ 2-3 days

The solar wind carries part of the solar magnetic field towards the Earth : 
Interplanetary Magnetic Field,  IMF.  

The Earth's magnetic field acts as a shield for solar wind particles. However,
there are regions of the ionosphere that are directly connected with the
interplanetary medium and thus the solar wind flow

The solar wind is the
constant stream of solar
coronal material that flows
off the sun. Its consists of
mostly electrons, protons
and alpha particles with
energies usually between
1.5 and 10 kEV

Region of coupling between 
atmosphere,  ionosphere and 
interplanetary medium

Region of coupling between 
atmosphere,  ionosphere and 
interplanetary medium

Magnetosphere



INTERACTION BETWEEN THE SOLAR WIND and THE MAGNETOSPHERE
Physical processes : Reconnection and Dynamo

If the Interplanetary Magnetic Field , IMF field is opposite to the 
terrestrial magnetic field, i.e directed toward the South,  there is 

reconnection (Dungey,1961) between the IMF and the Earth’s magnetic 
field and there is a geomagnetic storm.

Key parameters for Space
Weather :Bz IMF
Vs : solar wind speed
Ey=- Vx.Bz

Solar wind – Magnetosphere Dynamo : E=VsxB
movement is converted into electrical energyAlexander Von HUMBOLD

[1769-1859 ] Germany

Terrestrial magnetic field



Interplanetary CME Shocks

Increases of solar wind
speed V and magnetic field
strenght B by the
interplanetary shock wave
in front f the CME

Strong magnetic field

A fast coronal mass
ejection CME pushes an
interplanetary shock wave

http://ase.tufts.edu/cosmos/pictures/sept09/

Maximum occurrence of CME  during the maximum of the solar sunspot cycle
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High speed solar wind

Slow speed solar wind

Earth

Picture of J-P Legrand, 1984

CORONAL HOLE – recurrent geomagnetic activity

The lines of the magnetic field 
are open .This allows for the 
solar wind to escape

Maximum occurrence  during the declining and minimum phases of solar sunspot cycle



MAGNETOSPHERE 
Electric currents 

SOLAR WIND MAGNETOSPHERE DYNAMO :ELECTRIC CURRENTS

Magnetic storm indices Dst, SYM-H *

AURORAL ZONE 
*Field aligned electric currents

*Precipitation
*Convection electric field

* Ionospheric electric currents
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Picture of the By aurorae observed on June 24,
1554 in Germany and Switzerland, Legrand et
al. 1991
The aurorae is at 100km height

During strong magnetic storms, 
the effects of aurora can be
observed at low latitudes
Aurora observed at Rouen (near
Paris /France), On April 11 2001

Tycho BRAHE [1546-1601]
Danemark

AURORA



Jean DORTOUS DE MAIRAN -1733
Academician -> reign of  the king LOUIS XIV (France)

He explained the auroras by matter coming from the sun, 

rushing through the atmosphere and colliding with the atom in 

the atmosphere, before the discovery of solar wind  - First 

satellite in 1957

AURORA



The Equatorial Electrojet (Jacobs, 1990) 

Eastward electric field => moves up
Westward electric field => moves down

Equatorial Fountain

At equator the Earth’s magnetic field is horizontal.
During the daytime the east–west electric field
and the north–south geomagnetic field produce
the lift of plasma in E ionospheric region by
vertical E X B drift. At higher altitudes in F region,
the plasma diffuses downward along the
geomagnetic field lines into both hemispheres
under the influence of gravity and pressure
gradients, this produces the EIA which is
characterized by an electron density trough at the
magnetic equator, and two crests of enhanced
electron density at about ±15° magnetic latitude

LOW LATITUDES



Average vertical plasma velocities at Jicamarca during the equinox (March-April, 
September-October), winter (May-August), summer (November-February) for 3 
solar flux values (Fejer et al., 1991)

Sequential diagram, from photos, of the 
development of a Rayleigh Taylor instability. 
The heaviest fluid [... ..], over a lighter and 
more transparent fluid (Kelley, 2009)

Equatorial Plasma Bubbles
Magnetic quiet time

PRE : Pre Reversal Enhancement



Coupling between high and low latitudes

1. Transmission of an electric field PPEF
Magnetic disturbance DP2 (large scale disturbed ionospheric electric current)

2.a Thermal expansion of the atmosphere
Changes in pressure, temperature ,, motions ,, composition of the 
Atmosphere

2.b Transmission of a disturbance electric field dynamo DDEF, by the disturbed 
atmospheric motions in the dynamo layer
Magnetic disturbance Ddyn (large scale disturbed ionospheric electric current)

CME: Coronal Mass Ejection
Magnetic cloud Coronal hole

HSSW -CIRSUN-EARTH CONNECTIONS
Electromagnetic emissions / Solar wind

from the Sun to the Earth



Nava,, et al., "Middle and low latitude ionosphere response to 2015 St. Patrick's Day geomagnetic storm", J. 

Geophys. Res. Space Physics,121, 3421–3438, doi:10.1002/ 2015JA022299.

Impact of a CME (solar event, on March 15 ~ 04.45 - 02.00UT)

Variations near the magnetic Equator due to a CME (~200 GPS stations)

ASIA

AFRICA

AMERICA

Ring current in the magnetosphere

VTEC increases

VTEC decreases

MAGNETIC STORM of St PATRICK’s DAY :  MAPS of VTEC



main 
phase

Compression
phase

Recovery
phase

MAGNETIC STORM
AUGUST , 25-28, 2018

HSSW

Younas,W et al., Journal of Geophysical Research, Space Physics, 125, e2020JA027981.  https://doi.org/10.1029/2020JA027981

VTEC is influenced by PPEF, DDEF and Thermal expansion of atmosphere

https://doi.org/10.1029/2020JA027981
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I : intensity of the signal

Le Huy Minh, et al., 2016. TEC variations and ionospheric disturbances during the magnetic storm on March 2015 observed from 
continuous GPS data in the Southeast Asian region, Vietnam J. Earth Sciences, ISBN 0866-7187, 38(3), 287-305, doi:10.15625.0866-
7187/38/3/8714

ROTI Index 

SSC/CME

HSSW

INDICES RELATED TO PLASMA IRREGULARITIES



Storm March 17, 2015  /equinox Dst < -200 nT, SSC at 04.45 UT 

Inhibition of scintillations over the 
whole earth during several days : 
DDEF effect long duration

Kashcheyev, A., et al.,,  “Multi-variable comprehensive analysis of two great geomagnetic storms of 2015", Journal of Geophysical Research: Space Physics, 
123. https://doi.org/10.1029/2017JA024900

Rate of change of total electron content 
index (ROTI) maps over African region
during St. Patrick’s Day storm, 16– 21 
March 2015. Thin blue lines show ROTI 
≤1.5 TECU/min, while red squares 
represent ROTI >1.5 TECU/min. Black 
squares indicate Global Navigation 
Satellite System station used to produce
ROTI maps

https://doi.org/10.1029/2017JA024900


Kashcheyev, A et al., Journal of Geophysical Research: Space Physics, 123. https://doi.org/10.1029/2017JA024900

Storm June 22, 2015 / solstice /  Dst < -200 nT, SSC at 18h33

Increase of scintillations
PPEF effect
short duration

Storm  started at 18.33 UT, 
it is the time of the PRE

https://doi.org/10.1029/2017JA024900


Model of Fejer et al.,(2008)
Geophysical Research Letters, 35, L20106. 
https://doi.org/10.1029/2008GL035584 

PPEF is an eastward Ey, increases the PRE
DDEF is a westward Ey, decreases the PRE
Eastward electric field => moves up
Westward electric field => moves down

PPEF DDEFQuiet day

Disturbed
magnetic field

Disturbed
thermospheric wind



IMPACT of Magnetic storm
Ionospheric electric currents

49

The auroral oval extends
toward middle latitudes
the auroral ionospheric
electric currents strongly
affects low latitudes

The ionospheric electric currents induce telluric currents

Power failure

Transformer damaged



COUPLING between AURORAL and EQUATORIAL regions

THE MAGNETIC EQUIVALENT CURRENT SYSTEM DP2

DP2, Nishida, 1968, JGR, Ce

système de courant s’étend vers les

basses latitudes (perturbation

magnétique [Nishida et al., 1966]



Magnetic disturbance from the Pole to the Equator : Ddyn

JOULE HEATING in auroral zone [AE]

DVn : disturbance of wind, 
circulation from pole to Equator
Gravity waves, HADLEY convection 
cell etc…

*DEdyn : disturbance of Electric field
due to storm winds

*DJ   : Disturbance of ionospheric
electric current

*DB : Disturbance of the Earth’s
magnetic field Ddyn due to a reversed
electrojet

The Ionospheric Disturbance Dynamo  (Blanc and Richmond , JGR 1980) : model
Le Huy and Amory-Mazaudier JGR 2005 : magnetic disturbance Ddyn

This physical process related to the circulation of thermospheric winds disturbed 
by the storm takes several hours to reach the equator

Blanc and Richmond, 1980.



Magnetic signatures [PPEF and DDEF]

Law of Biot and Savart 
DH = Sq + Diono+Dmag

DH: H component of the Earth’s magnetic field measured by magetometers

Sq : regular variation of the Earth’s magnetic field during magnetic quiet days

Diono : magnetic disturbance due to the ionospheric electric currents

Dmag : magnetic disturbance due to the ionospheric electric currents (SYM-H, ASYM-H)

Disturbed ionospheric electric current

Diono = DH –Sq –Dmag

Diono = DP2 + Ddyn



blue : the Regular variation Sq, black : DH measured, red :Diono disturbance



Magnetic signature of PPEF / DP2

WORLD WIDE DISTURBANCE

Magnetic disturbance of the H component due to PPEF at specific longitudinal sectors, from 16 to 18
March, from top to bottom are plotted the Bz component of IMF, ssectors. (Nava et al., JGR 2016)

(Nishida ,1968)



12LT/ - 108 nT

12LT/ - 113 nT

12LT/ -110nT

Le Huy and Amory-Mazaudier, JGR 2005, 2008
Zaka et al., Annales Geophysicae 2009/ Zaka et al., JGR 2010 [modelling with TIEGCM]

HUANCAYO

BACLIEU

Diono = DP2 + Ddyn

To isolate the magnetic Ddyn due to the ionospheric

disturbance dynamo at the equator, we selected

magnetic quiet days just after the storm => DP2 ~ 0
Diono = Ddyn

Magnetic signature of DDEF Ddyn (simple case : a quiet day after a storm / only CME) 

ADIS ABABA

No auroral activity



magnetic disturbance of DDEF, Ddyn,

observed in the three longitude sectors :

Asia, Africa , America , due to a CME

followed by a high speed solar wind [ April

2010],

Fathy, I., C. Amory-Mazaudier, A. Fathy, A. M. Mahrous, K. Yumoto, and E. Ghamry (2014), 

Ionospheric disturbance dynamo associated to a coronal hole: Case study of 5–10 April 2010, 

J. Geophys. Res. SpacePhysics, 119, 4120–4133, doi:10.1002/2013JA019510

T1 : Shock of CME on 
April 5 at 08h25

T2 : arrival of High 
Speed Solar Wind on 
April 6 around 24h00

T1                    T2

To separate the effect of the DP2 
signal from the disturbance 
dynamo (Ddyn) signal, we take 
the average value of 4 h with 
sliding of 1 h for the whole period

STORM OF APRIL 2010



Scalograms revealing the amplitude 

wavelet coefficients of Diono at MBO

HIGH SPEEED SOLAR WIND 
Features od HSSW

Large solar wind speed

Oscillating Bz

No large Dst

Zaourar, N. , C. Amory-Mazaudier and R. Fleury, , Hemispheric asymmetries in the ionosphere response observed during the high-speed solar wind streams

of the 24-28 August 2010 (2017), Advances in Space Research, doi.org/10.1016/j.asr.2017.01.048.



Top figure
DH measured (black), 
Regular Sq variation (blue) 
Diono = DP2 + Ddyn (red)

Bottom figure
Disturbance dynamo (Ddyn) 
estimated using wavelet based
semblance analysis. The vertical 
dashed line corresponds to the 
arrival of CME

reversed from their observed 
normal quiet-day variation.

Magnetic variations at three observatories located in three regions (from top to 
bottom): GUA (Asia), MBO (Africa), and KOU (America) from April 4-10, 2010. 

/Law of Biot and Savart / 
Disturbed ionospheric current Diono = DH –Sq –Dmag

ASIA
GUA

AFRICA
MBO

AMERICA
KOU

ASIA

AFRICA

AMERICA



STUDY OF 19 STORMS

CME CME + HSSW
HSSW

CME

HSS
W

CME + 
HSSW

Ddyn

Magnetic signature of DDEF

Ddyn DURATION

Ddyn STRENGTH

*Longest duration for HSSW 

*Greater strength for CME 

*HSSW => All longitude sectors are disrupted 

*CME => 1, 2 or all longitude sectors disturbed

Younas, W. et al., Magnetic signatures of ionospheric disturbance 
dynamo for CME and HSSWs generated storms , Earth and Space 
Science, https://doi.org/10.1029/2021SW002825

https://doi.org/10.1029/2021SW002825


Conclusion

• With the development of society and the use of new 

technologies sensitive to the electromagnetic 

environment of the earth, Space weather combines past 

knowledge of the Sun-Earth system and aims to predict 

the impact of solar events. on new technologies 
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